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	The following is the outline of the Planes of Reality 
Book that NIPI, Gygax and I were working on at one point.  
It is copyright 1986 and incorporates material copyright 
1972, 1973, 1978, 1985.

INFINITE ADVENTURES
--A Guide to the Planes of Reality
                               by Steve Marsh 

I.   Introduction
     
     A.   What this book is about and what this book 
contains
     B.   How to use this book
     C.   The theory behind the Planes

II.  The Elemental Planes
     
     A.   The Plane of Fire
          1.   The fringe plane (where the plane of fire 
meshes
               with the prime material plane)
               a. volcanoes
               b. deserts
               c. hot springs
               d. fires
               e. shimmers 
               --example encounter natural gateway
               --example encounter created gateway
          2.   The interplane (one step removed from the 
prime
               material plane)
               a. discrete interplanes (interplanes that
                  begin and end)(they exist between the
                  prime and the elemental plane)
               --example:  Flamehawk
                           include terrain and monsters
                           also include spell modifiers
                           also include acclimatization 
rules
               b. indefinite interplanes (interplanes 
that
                  go on forever and connect the prime 
with
                  the elemental plane)  
               --example:  The Desert of Sighs
                           include terrain and monsters
                 same spells, acclimatization
               c. two races suitable for use as character
                  classes (for the interplane only)
                  phoenix and eshteel
               d. the elemental mage for the element     

          3.   The elemental plane itself.
               a.  a place of the raw element with 
non-normal
                   terrain monsters, physics, etc.       
         --example:  include monsters
                           spell modifiers
                           terrain descriptions (in great 
detail)
               b.  areas or realms within Fire
               --example:  The City of Brass
               --example:  The Sunstone Inferno

     B.   The Plane of Air
          1.   The fringe plane (where the plane of air 
meshes
               with the prime material plane)
               a.  mountain tops
               b.  cloud banks
               c.  whirlwinds
               c.  breezes
          2.   The interplane (one step removed from the 
prime
               material plane)
               a.  discrete interplanes
               --example:  Whirlwind
                           include terrain and monsters
                           include the relevant spell 
modifiers
                           no acclimatization rules 
necessary
               b.  indefinite interplanes
               --example:  Endless Sky
                           include terrain and monsters
                           same spells
               c.  two races suitable for use as 
character
                   classes (for the interplane only)
                   wind eagles and sylphs
               d.  the elemental mage (of air) for the 
element
          3.   The elemental plane itself
               a.  beginning with clouds and airborne 
creatures
               b.  moving to non-normal terrain, monsters 
and
                   physics (fluid dynamics)
               --example:  include monsters at both 
levels
                           spell modifiers
                           terrain modifiers (types of 
cloud
                           and types of air)
               c.  areas or realms within Air
               --example:  The City of the Djinn
               --example:  The Calvacade
               
     C.   The Plane of Water
          1.   The fringe plane
               a.  seas
               b.  lakes
               c.  rivers
               d.  springs
               e.  pools
               f.  heavy rain
          2.   The interplane                    
               a.  discrete interplanes
               --example:  Still Waters
                           include various stagnent 
terrains
                           include various still terrains
                           include monsters
                           include acclimatization rules
                           include spell modifiers       
         b.  indefinite interplanes
               --example:  The Undying Lands
                           include terrain and monsters
                           same spell modifiers & 
acclimatization
               c.  two races suitable for use as 
characters
                   on the interplane.
                   Halcyon Squid and Mermen
               d.  the elemental mage for water
          3.   The elemental plane itself
               a.  the place of raw waters  
                   (include special dangers of terrain
                    and water's power to dissolve)
                   non-normal monsters, terrain & physics
               --example:  include monsters
                           spell modifiers
                           different water types
               b.  areas or realms within water
               --example:  Tyr Nad Tr'yllah
               --example:  Spiral Wastes  

     D.   The Plane of Earth
          1.   The fringe plane
               a.  mountain roots
               b.  deep caverns
               c.  old mines
               e.  old earth
          2.   The interplane
               a.  discrete interplanes
               --example:  The Crystal Caverns
               --example:  Umlathaii's Mine
                           include terrain and monsters
                           include acclimitazation
                           include spell modification 
rules   
               b.  indefinite interplanes
               --example:  Molten Sea of Ergonstaal 
               --example:  The Other Realm
                           include cross-over terrain 
rules
                           include cross-over spell rules
                           include cross-over 
acclimatization
                           (cross-over occures when one 
lives
                           within the earth and learns to 
walk
                           through earth as a bird flies 
in
                           the air).
               c.  two races suitable to use as 
characters on
                   the interplane.
                   The Deep Ones and the Blind Gnoles
                   The two elemental mages (earth and 
crystal)  
          3.   The elemental plane itself   
               a.  The static element itself
                    1 crystalized realms and
                    2 dirt/rock realms
                   include monsters, spell modifiers, 
terrain
               b.  areas or realms within earth
               --example:  Land of the Earth Movers
               --example:  Blind Smith's Realm

III. The Para-Elemental Planes 
     (Under the Para-Elemental Planes are covered only 
the Interplanes at this point.)

          A.  The Para-Elemental Plane of Ice
              a.  terrain, spell modifiers and monsters
              b.  acclimatization rules
              c.  one race for use as a character class
                  [cold salamanders]
              d.  the para-elemental mage of ice

          B.  The Para-Elemental Plane of Smoke
              a.  terrain, spell modifiers and monsters
              b.  acclimatization rules/poison
              c.  one race for use as a character class
                  [The Delf]
              d.  the para-elemental mage of smoke
          
          C.  The Para-Elemental Plane of Mist
              a.  terrain, spell modifiers and monsters
              b.  acclimatization rules
              c.  one race for use as a character class
                  [Cloud Condors]
              d.  the para-elemental mage of lightning
           
          D.  The Para-Elemental Plane of Magma
              a.  terrain, spell modifiers and monsters
              b.  acclimatization rules
              c.  one race for use as a character class
                  [hot salamanders]
              d.  the para-elemental mage of Magma

(Demi-elemental planes, et. al., to be reserved for later 
works)

II./III.  Additional Material

          A.   Character Class/Race suitable for all 
planes:
               Nature Spirits
          B.   Character Class useable for all planes:
               Harpists
          C.   Spells related to the planes for Clerics 
          D.   Spells related to the planes for Mages 

IV.  The Positive and Negative Planes 

          A.   The Energy Planes
               1.   How they are contained within the
                    astrael as the prime is within the
                    ethereal plane.
               2.   Comments on the "empty area" terrain

          B.   The Positive Planes
               1.   Level One
                    The fringe of the positive plane and 
the
                    prime plane
                    a.  afterlife
                    b.  thresholds, rules for the raw 
terrain                2.   Level Two
                    The beginning realms of the ideals
                    (Chinese Five Elements and
                    the lesser animal ideal realms)
                    --example:  the ideal of cats
                    including the lords of cats, et. al.
                    --example:  the ideal of metal
                    "unoccupied places" (the terrain
                    outside of the ideals including 
                    0 to 2 hit dice energy creatures)
               3.   Level Three
                    The greater realms of the ideals
                    (Monster ideal realms and
                    dwelling places of lesser gods)
                    "unoccupied places" (3 to 6 hit dice
                    energy creatures)  
               4.   Level Four
                    The high realms
                    (dwelling places of gods)
                    also, various energy creatures in the
                    "unoccupied spaces" (7 to 12 hit 
dice)
               5.   Level Five
                    The Master realms
                    (the high heavens of the greater 
gods)
                    (13 to 26 hit dice energy creatures)
               6.   Levels Six to Ten
                    The energy realms
                    (27+ hit dice energy constructs)
               7.   Realm creation

          C.   The Negative Planes
               1.   Level One
                    The fringe of the prime material and 
the
                    negative plane
                    a.  the dwelling place of evil ghosts
                    b.  the threshold
                    c.  terrain and magic rules
               2.   Level Two
                    The beginning realms of the decays
                    --example:  the decay of rust
                                (the anti-ideal of metal)
                    "unoccupied spaces"
                    The lesser decay creatures (rust 
monsters,
                    ghouls that inhabit the "empty 
areas")
                    Home of the evil powers, outcast 
demons
                    & devils     
               3.   Level Three
                    The great decay
                    (hells of the lesser evil gods)
                    "unoccupied spaces"
                    decay creatures (wights, etc.)
                    native orders of demons/devils, etc.
               4.   Level Four
                    The Deep Realms
                    (dwelling places of the evil gods)
                    "unoccupied spaces"
                    great decay creatures (wraiths, 
spectres)                     native orders of 
undead/devil/demons
               5.   Level Five
                    The Master Evil
                    (the deep hells)
                    "unoccupied spaces"
                    terrible decay creatures
               6.   Level Six through Ten
                    The anti-energy realms
                    (27+ hit dice decay creatures)
                    (source of annhilation)

(Editorial note: the following is material explaing the 
structure of the planes)

The positive and negative realms contain within them the 
various heavens, hells, and sources of good and evil.  
They are also the native realms for the undead (such as 
wraiths) and the creative monsters (such as lightning 
dogs). The positive and negative realms are contained 
within the astrael plane (and can be reached either 
physically or astraelly--different dangers, terrain 
effects and advantages).

V.   The Connective Planes

     A.   Shadow (where the positive and the negative realms
          cast shadows of energy and darkness against the
          backdrop of the material planes)
          1.   Light
               a.  terrain rules (light vs. the 
creationism
                   and ideals/perfect forms of the 
positive
                   planes. special dangers and effects)
               b.  monsters and inhabitants
                   native to light
                   crossed over to light
               c.  Light as a bridge between the energy 
realms,
                   material worlds and darkness
          2.   Dark
               a.  terrain rules (darkness vs. the decay 
and
                   undeath of the negative planes)
               b.  monsters and inhabitants
                   native to dark
                   found/crossed over to dark
               c.  Dark as a bridge between the energy 
realms,
                   material worlds and light.
          3.   Shadow
               a.  its special terrain (ever intrusive in 
light,
                   dark and the prime material plane)
               b.  monsters and inhabitants
                  native to shadow
                  in shadow from other realms/planes

     B.   Etherial
          1.   What it is--the background material or
               fabric that the material worlds are 
stitched
               into.
          2.   Adventuring in the Etherial Plane
               a.  the native terrain without material 
worlds
               b.  the native creatures living there     
      3.   Adventuring in pockets in the Etherial Plane
               a.  places that have some matter but not 
enough
                   to be planes
               b.  partial (or mini) planes 
               c.  "paths" through the etherial plane

     C.   Prime Material
          1.   Where everything meets--a place where 
everything
               comes together
          2.   Creating alternate Prime Material Planes
               a.  Some basic suggestions and advice 
(including
                   using books and published scenarios)
               b.  Some thumbnail sketches of alternate 
Prime
                   Material Planes to adventure in
          3.   Partial planes
               a.  advice in creating partial planes
                   (using themes)
               b.  placing partial planes
                   on "paths" through the ether
                   as extensions from your Prime
                   as independent areas
               c.  sketches and examples
               
VI.  Structure

     A.   "Altitude"  The "altitude" of the orientation 
of the person or creature looking at other planes 
controls whether one is looking at a selection of 
elemental, energy/astreal or etherial planes.  A maximum 
of 32 planes at any altitude can touch any point.

     B.   "Rotation" determines which planes one is 
"facing" (i.e. which of the planes that you touch that 
you can face).  A maximum of 16 out of the 32 reachable 
planes can be faced at any one time (some creatures have 
multiple "faces" and can face all 32 but humans without 
split minds cannot do so).

     C.   "Degree" determines which of the maximum of 8 
out of the 16 faced planes a person can enter (you can 
face more planes than you can enter).  These planes are "open" to the viewer.
     --   So, at any one point you have your choice 
between four altitudes (including the normal one humans 
usually operate in), 32 touched planes, 16 faced planes 
and 8 open planes.
     --   These are maximums.  Some places may have only 
one plane open, only one to face and only one touched 
(i.e. the one the person is on) with "void" (entirely 
empty ether) on every side or with only the plane they 
are on being on every side (very possible with certain 
planer configurations).
     --   This is a multiple axis, seven dimensional 
system with a certain amount of space "reserved" for 
structural aspects.
     --   Note that connections can be tightly spaced 
too, or chained.
     --   If a point touches 32 planes and each of those 
touches 32 planes and each of those touches 32 planes you 
have a "chain" or a "cluster" (depending on the 
configuration) with 323 members.

VII. Directions.

     (Terms for each of the planes) 
     A.   Elemental:  
          1.   The elemental planes use north, east, south, west
               as their directions (vs the North, East, 
South and West
               in the normal world).  The Para-elemental 
planes are
               found at the appropriate junctions (e.g. 
northeast).
               Fire is South, Earth is West, Water is 
North, etc.
          2.   Usually the configuration involves 4 
elemental
               interplanes and several para- and demi- 
elemental
               interplanes connecting to the prime.  At 
times
               the actual elemental plane may "bend" to 
touch
               the prime.

     B.   Energy/Astreal
          1.   The energy planes use up, down, in and out for
               directions (vs the up, down, in and out 
found in 
               the normal world).  The positive planes 
are up,
               the negative planes are down and shadow is 
in 
               and out with light being in and dark being
               the out side of shadow.
          2.   Usually there are eight options in each 
direction.
               a.  note that this means that every ideal 
is not
                   available from each point and every 
heaven or 
                   hell does not directly reach every 
place on earth
                   though specific heavens or hells may 
do so.
               b.  realms often have places associated 
with
                   them on the prime material plane and 
certain
                   places are picked with their 
connections (or
                   lack of connections in mind) 
               c.  shadow often has multiple connections 
to the
                   same plane of shadow (so that instead 
of 
                   reaching eight planes of shadow you 
might
                   be able to reach five places on one 
plane
                   two places on the plane of light and 
one
                   places on a different shadow by going 
in)
               d.  of course nothing says that any shadow 
needs
                   to be available from a place--but . . 
.

     C.   Etherial
          1.   The directions into the etherial plane are
               left, right, front, back with left and
               right being the easiest to reach by magic
               and front and back being the easiest to
               reach by inherent skills
          2.   While there may be nothing there (except 
void)
               (or a direct connection to the same 
material
               plane) the directions are always available
               However, "empty" areas tend to be obscured 
by
               areas that are not so empty
          3.   The ether is what usually connects various
               "prime" material planes though a person 
could
               also choose to travel by shadow

****************************************************

	That is the project.  The last major detail was worked 
out in 1978, the last outline was put together for the 
1986 year.  
	Comments anyone?  Would you have bought it if it had 
been published as a $12.00 book in 1985?  Do you think 
anyone will buy it when Mike Gunderloy finishes it all 
(it's 4" thick & a floppy disk's worth too)?  Is it 
passé?  Should we have gone GURPS?  You know, all the 
general questions.

COMMENTS ON A&E 193, 194

Lee Gold:  A couple of ex-A&Eers have mentioned that they 
found the mimeo-reproduction quality of A&E a 
disadvantage with the proliferation of off-set/photocopy 
zines.  (Of course several also mentioned size as a 
disadvantage so I'm not sure how close they are to what 
makes a difference and what does not). // Libel and 
slander law are a real mess in the United States.  The 
mess is necessary to allow us to have an active press, 
but it is still a mess -- especially for those wronged.

	I enjoyed the rules supplement you sent me.  Have you 
considered doing it again as a GURPS supplement?

	Charlemagne the historical individual was a much 
grander person than Charlemagne the mythical person.  He 
was also a shrewd politician.  (Frex, in order to cause 
the peasants to have a higher regard for the church, he 
allowed the parish priests to pardon crimes against the 
king such as poaching, etc.).

Steve Gilham:  Many commercial modules suffer from huge 
holes vis a vis character options -- or, from requiring 
levels and types of magic that the characters have no 
access to (i.e. from having plugged all the holes so 
thouroughly that excess is required).  The usual reason 
for this kind of hole is not enough play testing and not 
enough general play of the rules.  Any suggestions or 
solutions?

Sid Rampage:  Post note on "visiting the Ringworld."  
Niven's universe had good anigathic (anti aging) drugs, 
so lifespan wasn't a problem with Ringworld tours.  Real 
problems did arise with the commercial product due to 
player (not character) boredom and similar problems.  

Colin Ingham:  Your City Fushion clip was interesting.

RE:  RunequestIV:  I surely hope that Avalon Hill has 
committed to real support for that product.  It needs to 
be on the following cycle:

Month 1	Rules Set A
	Glorantha Supplement

Month 2	Rules Set B
	Scenarios for A

Month 3	Glorantha Scenarios (or Supplement)
	Scenarios for B

Month 4	Special (may include Supplement/Rules)
	Generic Scenarios/Settings

Repeat the four month cycle for at least two years.
 Rules Supplements (Alphabetically listed)
American Indian (Cheyenne, Cherokee)
Americana (Seventh Son)
Arabian Nights
Aztec/Maya/Inca
Charlemange
China
Constantinople
India
Ireland/Celtic
Magic Returns/Near Future
Mycenae/Greece/Rome
Ninja II
Orbitals/Cyberpunk
RQ IV (RQIII & Eratta/Adenda)
Shattered Norns
Vikings II

Glorantha Suppplements
Borderlands III
Elves/Southern Continent (Pamaltela)
Griffin Mountain III
Heroquest
Holy Country
Jrustela/Seshnela
Magic Items/Equipment & Stuff (spells?)
Minor Heroquests (cull from Tales of the Reaching Moon)
Mostalli/Ralios
Prax III
Red Empire
Redlands
Spells (Sorcery, Divine & Spirit)
Trolls III

Most of these should be softbound books (cf Chaosium 
Product 3302) and have a breakdown of 60 to 80 pages of 
background/rules and 60 to 40 pages of scenarios.  No 
boxed sets, no hardbound volumes (other than, perhaps, a 
bound version of RQIV).

Spike Y. Jones:  The problem with terrorists and 
negotiation (rather than violence) is that most 
terrorists have nothing to negotiate with.  Consider the 
PLO or the IRA.  

Scott K. Jamison:  Oolong, a shapeshifting pig?  I've got 
to know if Dragonball or Moorcock came up with the name 
& idea first.  Any dates on that anime?

Shadowrun Tribal Book One:  Not badly done.  Of course 
Ethesis members would disagree about magic.  The sin of 
witchcraft is the perversion of spiritual means to 
exercise magic -- that is wrong.  Magical means to manage 
magic are just fine.

Lisa Padol:  I enjoy your Chtulhu Punk write-ups a great 
deal.  Thank you.  Please keep them up.

Gregg Allen:  Liked your Bluesmen 
modifications/additions.  
 Lee Gold/Gary Russell:  I've often wondered how much of 
an author's private life is fair game for public 
discussion -- especially when the life either (a) affects 
his writing (e.g. Brust, Moorcock) or (b) reflects on 
strongly preached positions in novels (e.g. Heinlien, 
Robinson).  I debated some of these issues a while back 
with Scott Bennie and I'm still thinking about them.

General Comment:  A local kid, Dennis Bishop, made it to 
#4 on SMU's tennis team about the time Chris Everet's 
coach accepted the SMU job.  Dennis was just good enough 
to beat her consistently (but barely -- making them both 
stretch) and got to work out with her a great deal.  To 
my knowledge, he never even made it to the men's ratings.  
However, a friend of his was heard to make comments about 
equal pay during the tennis tournament over Labor Day.  
Felt that Dennis deserved equal pay with Chris for 
playing tennis, ability being approximately equal.

How do you deal with sexual dimorphism?  Is it necessary?  
(If women produced more testosterone and grew larger on 
poor diets, women would be as large as men and as strong.  
Some East German swimmers were the same size and strength 
for both sexes -- as long as the illegal drug use kept 
up.)

(In our world, a small portion of the female population has either large size or heavy testosterone production.  
Large size is a disadvantage when seeking mates.  High 
female testosterone production inhibits pregnancy and 
results in mild birth defects in children, a disadvantage 
in passing that genetic trait.  Should the male-like 
portion of the female population be larger or smaller in 
a fantasy world?  Why?).

	On to A&E 194 * * * 

All:  If you want better maps and more information on 
Washington State and Seattle for Shadowrun campaigns, 
write Tourist Maps, Public Affairs Office, Transportation 
Building, KF-01, Olympia, Washington  98504-05201.  
Include a large letter sized SASE & they'll mail you back 
a large detailed map.

More on Modeling Peace:  If anyone is sincere about 
attempting to model peace (which means modeling politics 
rather than war), they owe it to themselves to read about 
Ernesto Cortes in the September, 1991 issue of Texas 
Monthly, pages 104, 160-167 ("Can One Man Change the 
World?").  Cortes is constantly modeling peace (e.g. 
compromise rather than violence) -- and succeeding on 
behalf of those with little or nothing.  It would take 
real work, but it would be possible to build a game (a 
series of scenarios) that model out the dynamics of both 
his teaching examples and things he has done.

RE:  Dragon Magazine, AD&D:  I've always preferred D&D to 
AD&D, but looking at recent efforts by TSR, I'm pretty 
impressed overall.  The new Dark Sun series looks pretty 
good and I'm beginning to think I could really enjoy an 
AD&D campaign (after all, I always enjoyed them in the 
past).  I'm beginning to think that mechanics aren't that 
important compared to GMing/setting/scenario design.  And 
I think that TSR has been doing better on all counts.  
Thoughts?
